A NOUN is a word used as the _______________ of something.
It names a ____________________, ____________________, ____________________, or ________________
A Noun is one of the _________ parts of ____________________
_______________ nouns name the normal, everyday, non-specific persons, places, things, or ideas
Write FOUR examples of common nouns: ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

PROPER NOUNS name a ____________________ person, place, or thing.
_______________ nouns are always capitalized.
Write FOUR examples of proper nouns: ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

SINGULAR NOUNS name _____________ person, place, thing, or idea
Write FOUR examples of singular nouns: ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

PLURAL NOUNS name _____________________________ person, place, thing, or idea
Write FOUR examples of plural nouns: ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

POSSESSIVE NOUNS show __________________________
Write TWO examples of singular possessive nouns: ___________ ___________
Write TWO examples of plural possessive nouns: ___________ ___________

What is ONE good reason to use specific and interesting nouns in your writing?

What are TWO ways that using specific and interesting nouns can help your writing?
1. ______________________________________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________
What are THREE things we think of writers who use the same old dull Nouns every time?
1. ________________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________________________

What are FIVE important reasons to know the parts of speech?
1. ________________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________________________________________

BONUS: Can you name the 8 parts of speech? (no cheating off others please!)
1. ________________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________________________________________
6. ________________________________________________________________________________
7. ________________________________________________________________________________
8. ________________________________________________________________________________